
 

Your Daily Church Epistle 

Monday, October 12, 2020 

Hello Church!  

            As I write to you today, I am making an intentional change in my habits—I am writing to 

you from my dining table in our family room. Usually, these Daily Church Epistles come to you 

from my writing studio located at the foot of our basement stairs. Those of you who attend our 

Zoom programs, our study group in the morning or Zoom prayer at 7, know one wall of my 

studio very well. Life with Mickey with his big bark has made that the best seat in our house for 

any Zoom meetings.  

            So why am I up here? Well, I have finally begun my planned continuing education 

seminar, Flourishing in Ministry a program of The Center for Courage and Renewal. We were 

supposed to start last May at a retreat center on the shore of Lake Michigan between Kenosha 

and Racine. The original plan was a hybrid learning model—large group retreat, small cohort 

virtual gatherings, large group retreat, small cohort virtual gatherings, large group retreat 

beginning in May 2020, and ending in May 2021. When that plan had to be set aside, our 

leadership team had to rethink everything. 

            Last August we participants were notified that they were ready to attempt being all 

virtual. We were invited to consider if we wanted to participate in an all-virtual format. Two 

weeks ago, I attended the first orientation session. One big thing that was strongly stressed was 

to find a different place to sit for our virtual retreat rather than to use the same seat we use for 

our work-related Zoom meetings. I wonder if I am the only one who found that to be much 

harder than it sounds. Not only do I have noise from Mickey upstairs, but I also have visual noise 

from the sewing side of the studio downstairs. Window backdrops are nice, but often leave one 

backlit on the screen, so can I do a green screen in my studio? Who knew our first assignment 

could be such a challenge to an established habit? Several of us are currently reworking our work 

at home space to include another Zoom wall option or two. 

             Reflection and reevaluation as we adapt to our ongoing pandemic are good habits to 

practice. Currently above my coffee maker, there is a post-it note that says “Never waste a good 

crisis. Tori Burch.” I have no memory of where I found the quote or who Tori Burch is, but I am 

pondering those words. How do I take advantage of this good crisis? What habits help me to 

seize the opportunity presented by this moment? Are these new habits only for the moment or are 

they new habits for a lifetime? 

One habit keeps coming up in all my general reading and some of my vlog viewing. This 

is the idea of fostering the habit of taking a few minutes every day for some sacred reading. For 

many of us, this habit is met by reading either The Upper Room magazine or The Upper Room 

Disciplines 2020. Does this current crisis give us an opportunity to expand our sacred reading 

habit? I hope so, and I am inviting you to consider joining me in a small experiment in sacred 

reading.  



In the next few weeks, our Upper Room Disciplines 2020 readings will include Paul’s 

first letter to the church in Thessalonica. According to my Wesley Study Bibles’ introduction to 

the letter, “Paul wrote 1 Thessalonians to an audience who had recently heard the gospel and 

turned to God. Although suffering because of it, they remained faithful. . .. (Paul’s hope for them 

is that) God will find the audience blameless in holiness, that God will not find fault with their 

community because their lives are permeated with grace-enabled practices of self-giving love.” 

What a lovely bit of sacred reading for us to consider sharing!  

So, friends here is my proposal for our church for the next five weeks. Let us read 1 

Thessalonians together as sacred reading and see how we can imitate the church in Thessalonica 

in remaining faithful.  This will not be a sermon series—for one thing for the next five weeks, 

there are three different scheduled preachers, each with their own sense of stand-alone sermons 

for the podcast. Think of this as more of a blogged Bible study. I will post about 1 Thessalonians 

on Thursdays.  

If you would like to meet for discussion via Zoom or in a masked small group of ten or 

less in Fellowship Hall, I would be up for that adventure. All I need is one other person to name 

a time that works for us both—is that person you? Once two of us agree, we can put the word out 

so see who else may join us. Just reply to this DCE with the times that work for you so our 

calendar coordinator, Kathy, can help us figure out when Fellowship Hall would be available for 

our use. 

So here is your first homework for this adventure in sacred reading. Read all of 1 

Thessalonians, from beginning to end in a single sitting. If you want, imagine that Paul is writing 

to our church here in Hudson. What themes, what ideas, speak to you? 

After that first week, we will read it one chapter at a time. This will include the readings 

from Upper Room Disciplines 2020 but go a little farther. I would also encourage you to have a 

plan for making notes. Personally, I am going to use a piece of notebook paper folded into 

quarters, one quarter for a reading session. I like lined notebook paper because I can easily file it 

in Bible studies three-ring binder for future reference.   

AND that is not all! I would also encourage you to use a particular place whenever you 

do this reading. For me, that is my dining table in my family room facing the picture window 

overlooking our back yard, the horizon changing as the leaves change on the large trees lining 

Aldrich Avenue. Perhaps for you, it is the front seat of your minivan as you wait to chauffer a 

child home from school. If you live in senior housing and still drive, you could even go over to 

Prospect Park and read there in your car, a change of venue is a good thing! 

Please join me in this blog Bible study where we practice our sacred reading habit. 

Perhaps it is a habit that we will keep when this pandemic is over!  

Grace to all!  

Rev. Dawn 


